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Abstract— Nowadays everyone has freedom to talk, but just 

imagine how dumb people can’t even communicate with 

their dearones through speech to normal person. They face 

major problem while communicating with normal person 

using sign language or hand motion to communicate. As this 

language is very difficult to understand to normal person. So 

in this paper we use a flex based glove system using Indian 

sign language where the dumb people can communicate with 

help of this system. Here in this system the glove helps to 

translate the sign language into speech. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era there are many dumb people who face 

difficulty while communicating using expression or motion 

of hand to communicate with normal person. These hand 

gesture are the monopoly media of communication with 

these differently abled persons. So in order to demolish the 

communication gap between such differently abled people 

and normal people, this experiment is useful. Here we have 

used a flex based glove easy to handle for the dumb. The 

glove consist of five flex sensor which are fitted according 

to the length of the fingers and the thumb. This sensor will 

send an analog signal which will be converted to digital 

signal which will generate the appropriate output. Here 

ADC will convert analog to digital signal, this signal will be 

send to the ARM controller to produce the output. The 

output will be display to the LCD. Not only understanding 

hand gesture is a problem but also it has different meaning 

in different regional language. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent year there have been many research on the hand 

sign gesture first is the vision based and the second is glove 

based. Indian sign language is the language of choice of 

dumbest people in the india. This sign language helps them 

to connect with other dumb people or normal people. The 

aim of this paper is to create healthy attitude towards the 

differently abled. 

The previous system of biometric response system 

used only medical term words as it was generally used for 

recently operated patients. Such system was not suitable for 

daily chores communication. So two alternate methods were 

developed. Method developed by Jeena Jain, Leena 

Deodhar, “implementation of finger spelling Gloves”. In this 

paper they used hand gesture to corresponding letter is 

displayed on computer screen. A method developed by Reza 

Azad, Babak Azad and iman tavakeli real time and robust 

method for hand gesture recognition system, in this paper 

they proposed the image processing  method for sign 

language recognition. 

 
Fig. 2: Alphabetic chart Indian sign language 

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM 

A. Block Diagram 

Block diagram of hand gesture recognition for dumb people 

using Indian sign language.In this block diagram the glove 

consist of five flex sensor which are fitted according to the 

length of the fingers and the thumb. 

 
Fig. 3: Block diagram of hand gesture recognition 

When we provide input to the sensors with the help of flexes 

motion is detected. The motion sensor which gives the 

output to the analog to digital converter. Output of ADC 

converter given to the LPC 2148. Accelerometer is directly 

interface to the digital port as it includes the ADC. 

LPC2148 use to read the data from different 

sensors and output from the LPC2148 is transmitted to the 

cell via blutooth module. cellphone use as a gesture 

recognition section which compare predefine data to the 

receive data.teh it gives the output to the speech synthesis. 

speech sysnthesis convert the text to speech via speakers. 

IV. ACCELEROMETER 

Accelerometer is a type of sensor.it is device that measures 

the vibration and motion of the object .it has in addition to 

motion detection, it also detects diplace ment and angular 
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movement of the particular flex. the operating voltage of the 

accelerometer is very low which ranges between 2.2 to 3.6 

v. 

V. FLEX SENSOR 

Flex sensor are also known as bend sensor or variable 

resistace sensor.the flex sensors achieves great form factor 

on a thin flexible substrate.flex sensors are normally 

attached to the gloves.it provides greater accuracy than 

traditional potentio meter and it also operates in large 

temperature range. 

VI. SENSORY GLOVES 

Sensory gloves are nothing but the gloves with the sensors 

like accelerometer ,and general motion sensors.it also 

produce descrete data  and continuous data .in this paper 

sensor produce continuous time.using flex sensor a single 

flex sensors determines the position or angle of a particular 

finger. 

 
Fig. 6: Glove with flex sensor 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

1) In this paper we have presented a design of gesture 

based interface for communication of deaf people. Hand 

gesture recognition is naturally interact with common 

people.  

2) Sch system will provide safe and problemless operation. 

3) By using more number of gesture we can provide good 

communication device which is affordable to common 

people ,so they will easily communicate with us.i 

4) Incorporate multiple capabilities into device so that 

speaker of sign language are able to communicate in 

whatever tongue they choose. 
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